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ABSTRACT

An automated teller machine (ATM) is an electronic telecommunications device that enables the clients of a financial institution to perform financial transactions without the need for a cashier, human clerk or bank teller.

This application is used to display showing such a balance account data, cash withdrawals and can also increased deposit balances were already specified. "norek" (account number) as the key of searching be stored in linked list which is consist of "nama", "norek" itself, "ttl", "jk", "alamat", "kota", "nohp", and "saldo". Then the linked list itself has the advantage in the allocation of memory, so the data can be accommodated as much as we want.

This application also uses hash table to accelerate the search time. The hash table also can accommodate string data to match the existing data in the linked list.

Keyword: Hash Table, Linked List.
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